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Photo Gallery is the leading plugin for building beautiful mobile-friendly galleries in a
few minutes.

If you’re looking for a user friendly and feature rich plugin to add responsive galleries
and albums to your website, Photo Gallery plugin can be the best option for you. It’s
simple to use yet packed with powerful functionality, allowing you to create anything
from simple to complex photo galleries. Photo Gallery comes packed with stunning
layout options, gallery and album views, multiple widgets and a number of extensions
that take its functionality even further. WordPress Photo Gallery is a great choice for
photography websites and blogs, as well as sites that want to have robust image
galleries with easy navigation.
Check the extensive feature list of the plugin bellow, have a look at the plugin demo
and give it a try.

BENEFITS

Increased visitor engagement – Images and photos grab attention and make
websites more engaging. Using images in your posts and pages will result in
increased visitor engagement and can give a boost on your posts’ pageviews.
Enhanced SEO – Adding relevant tags and metadata to the images can enhance
your SEO and provide more visibility in relevant search results in Google.
Better page navigation – Organized galleries and albums will make your
website look more professional, easy to navigate and result in a better user
experience.
Modern web design – Relevant high-resolution photos displayed in beautiful
layouts are an integral part of a well-designed website that gets results.
Full Control – Plugin gives you flexibility in terms of the design and
customization of your galleries. You’ll get full control over the style, optimization
and display of visual content on your website.
Support – Get timely and effective support to all its users. We keep standards
high and response time low.
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